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A b s t r a c t

The hypothesis that electron is unstable - wben «•-

try to make it consistent with the vanishing mass of the

photon - leads to a number of paradoxical statements. The

lifetime of the electron is determined by emission of huge

number of longitudinal photons and exponentially depends

on the amount of emitted energy. This suggests to discuss

searches for charge nonconservation in experiments with

high energy particles.
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experimental accuracy with which the stability of the

electron and thus the charge conservation is tested is quite

lowi Z£ >, /Q^jeara *» 2» ' # «phis ̂ 8 approximately 8 or-

ders of magnitude worse» than the upper limit for oaryonic

charge nonconservation (see also ̂  ).

In this paper we consider an unstable electron which

decays through the channels 4 -> Vf or С-*УГУ and

show that charge nonconservation leads to many paradoxical

implications, the analysis of which may shed some new light

on the possible origin of electron stability.

the main physical difficulty with charge nonconservati-

on is caused by the fact that photon is practically massless.

It is obvious that current nonconservation is inconsistent

with Maxwell equations

ij» FMIS ~ Jv

On the other hand, the Proea equations for massive photon

are consistent with ^y/y¥^ • But experimental upper li-

mit for photon mass JHf is very low. Measurements of mag-

netic field of the Earth give 6 f 7 : f/utf > /O^CM,

Observations of galactic magnetic fields allow to conclude 8

the interaction of an almost uassless photon with non-

conserved current is characterised by a large parameter

&/*/f > which at the energy of the photon W*JH€ is

larger than /0 . Shis large parameter enters into the

probability of the emission of longitudinal photons «м

catastrophically enhances it. Attempting to save the theo-

ry by a cuttoff parameter we obtain a variant which practi-



eally exeludes the decay of a- fxee electron, but leaves

the possibility of charge nonconsarvation at high

Below we will explain , why the renormalizable model

of charge nonconaervation fails. Then we will consider real

and virtunl processes in a nonrenoroalizable theory. Finally

we will describe several Gedanken experiments and paradoxes,

which may heAp to understand the role of longitudinal photons.

2. It is; natural to try to cut off the emission of lon-

gitudinal photons by using the Higgs mechanism and by con-

structing a renoxmalizable BOael, which would describe the

decays of electron in perturbation tneory. Let vxs consider

the charged scalar boson f> with the coupling to elec-

tron and neutrino Ф /в^£> •+ У£Ф J and with the

selfooupling £А*"С$/г
' ~$

г
}

 I
*

s
 твсигт expec-

tation value ^ф> ~ 9? leads to iff/- ™ *f and to

charge nonconaervation in the electron decay through the non-

diagonal mass /^/V> -f- ise) and through the coupling

•fyfe'v+fe) °* aeutral Biggs boson JC % the

mass of the latter being ftf* •*. A# . The resulting de-

cays d' -» yf and £ -* yfjC are presented an

fig. 1 and 2.

//

Jig. 2

There arm two possibilities.

1. If J £ £ t then IHp Or #/• and the pertarbatioe

theory is valid, but there is no real charge nonconserve-

tion and besides that the model is in contradiction wita



experiment. In this case the longitudinal photon on the

Sis* 1 and tee Biggs boson on the Ji*. 2 are coherent

ap to distances of the order i/Jf!f and ia tbe

laboratory they behave as a single chargea and almost a*!

less boson <f> (this is like the coherence of Kf

and K% forming f£° )• But the existence of each

light charged bosons ^>£ is ruled out by toe agree-

ment of QED with experiment (pairs of such particles would

drastically change the vacuum polarization).

B. If A2£>/ (we must hare /I > fO32r to get /f/t

and perhaps Шф -Z Gw ^ ), then real charge noi

serration appears, but in this case, unfortunately» we

are unabl* to calculate anything and have an essentially

unrenormalizahle theory» Some idea about possible proper-

ties of such theory say be obtained by the following con-

siderations*

3« Abandoning the requirement of rextornalisability we

can start with interaction

or with the foor-feraion interaction

To be definite we will discuss below the former, bat oar re-

sults apply as well to the latter.

Charge nonconservatiaa produces catastrophic «ид* «ц»*"г

of longitudinal photons, which carry almost all the available

(see Jig. 55-



J.frUf
/

fig. 5 *ig. 4

It is easy to see that the emission of /£-* longitudi-

nal photons the ft- vertecies ^V compensate the electron

propagators so that the coupling is a contact one (see Fig.4).

Simple calculation shows that the number of longitudinal pho-

tons in the decay of the electron is of the order of

and the decay rate is

(We are grateful to M.B.Voloshin who contributed to this

point). As for the coefficient in front of the exponent, we

chose tkg quite arbitrarily: any reasonable mass would

fit being multiplied by ^ .We see that our stability
-/c

means that Q is extremely small: Q<€- . W e have not
<f a

»et such small (or large) numbers in physics before: the gra-
-j/ -A "

ritational constant is of the order of tv &*/t , the num-

ber of nucleons in the Universe is of the order of 10 °.

But these enormous numbers are infinitely small when com-

pared with € «

4. It is evident that in our nonrenormalizable theory

alongside with the three parameters 9, €• and Wf ,

there must exist one more parameter - the energy cut-off A •

This cutt off must be produced by some yet unknown mecha-

nism, by some new interaction. The above estimates of йу

were inconsistent in the sense that they do not tafee in*o



account this interaction.

The exponentially aaall effective coupling constant

A, may appear when one takes into account the renormali-

zation effects due to virtual longitudinal photons.

If 4 »/*V t *nen the constant ^ must be much

•nailer than estimated above* Otherwise tone observable efi-

ects would appear which are of second and higher orders in #

These effects would invalidate QED, violate the «quality of

proton and positron charges and give an electric charge to

neutrino (see Tig. 5 and Fig. 6).

V (7
Fig. 5 Fig. 6

The magnitude of these effects is of the order of

ffVfP{5l/A
i
/Wf?tfJfel and experimentally upper limits for

them are very small. This means that

But then the decay rate of the free electron is extremely

small

-ic
ъ Kfe£ » if fnr instance/l

Thus, we arrive at a paradixLcal conclusion that aay be

charge nonconservation should be looked for not only by ob-

serving large amounts of matter in the low background UB-

ground laboratories, as it is done now, but rather with

accelerators at possibly largest energy transfers.



•• will not coRdxder here in detail the

according *o which the cut energy /f is тегу «call. If

//jf is some macroscopic length for instance if /t»*ijr ,

inen the corresponding interaction would perhaps manif est

itself astronomically. To avoid this we must assume that

cat off is specific to vertex of Fig. 4 only.

5. Let as considsr now several unusual phenomena, the

liecnseion of which mgy help to understand the role o£ longi-

tudinal photons. Charge nonconservation makes the electro-

static potential observable, as the latter does act on the

charged electron and does not act on neutral products of its

iecay* 2ren leaving aside the longitudinal photons, the de-

cay of an electron in a positive potential, in which else ron

is bound, must proceed more slowly and mrst stop at •Stf-z-tfl^ .

It is interesting to note that such value sf • potential may

be produced by a very small density of excess protons in the

universe1

thus a uniform potential in a homogeneous Universe would stop

the decay of electrons as soon as small fraction of them

would decay* further decay is going at the pace determined by

the Bubble expansion ;

Мл electron« which is placed in a negative potential (f ,

say - in a condenser^ must emit when decaying an amount of„ener-

gy which is equal to W
f
-f tf . In the absence of longitudi-

nal photons we would face another paradox: how tLe energy

of interaction of the electron with condenser is concentra-

ted into the few decay products in the decay ,f-* V4f or

•£«•» УУ1/ ? Longitudinal photons solve this paradox. If



А ъ&Ме then the «bole energy is taken awe; by alzsost

static longitudinal photons. If */Л is macroscopic some

new interaction most come into play. Taking into account

what was said about the case /f "»/*« there is little

reason to expect that a high voltage condenser or a good

thunderstorm could induce electron to decay.

In a potential 4f£-tHg. vacuum must become unstable

end would decay into V€~Y- and ti/t/ . Photon.- and neu-

trinos also become unstable in this potential* I/-» €y ,

Y~>&\? • Taking into account the emission of longitudi-

nal photons we get tor the decay rate tor a. unit volume ot

Tacuum inside a condenser producing €vy.f x

where a is -6Vy -coupling constant and JU-~/Ng-

Let us remark finally that the problem of the unstable

electron seems to us interesting not only in its direct

sense» but also in the pure theoretical aspect» because in

this case the nonrenoroalizability of the theory manifests it-

self at macroscopic distances.
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